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P
Dear Biology Educators,

Most introductory biology
courses begin with a discussion
of the cell. I use the neuron as
my reference point. Here a discussion of structure and function can
take place. I begin to use brain
research to discuss what scientists
have found: learning requires the
formation of networks of neurons.
I talk about neurons building connections and that learning involves
making more connections. Research
also informs us that more than one
part of the brain can be involved in
learning. So we must use different
experiences and activities to stimulate more brain activity.My students
hear that the class goal is for them
to make many neuron connections
about biology. In the process, they
will be learning how they learn and
biology concepts.
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learning can bring about better
retention.As one of my students
explained to me when asked to
reflect on learning about what is
known about memory processing:
"Myhead hurts. This is too much
thinking for me." Did the student
rememberall the detailsof the memory process?No. However,laterthe
studentwas able to discuss the idea
thatmemoryinvolvedchemicaland
physicalprocesseswithin the brain.
Usingourknowledgeof the biology,
teacherscan increasethe student's
abilityto learn.
One of my great "ah-ha"
moments about my instruction
came when I read Mel Levine's
book, A Mind at a Time. Up until

my readingof this book, I had not
seen anyone address the issue of
identifyinglearningweaknessesand
providingways for studentsto challenge these weaknesses. Most of
the literature,Mel Levine's book
as well, directs teachers to have
the studentsidentifytheirstrengths
and use the strong mode to learn.
Teachers are directed to instruct
in the mode that is the strengthof
the student.However,we are shortchangingour studentswhen we categorizethem by learningstyles and
neglect the weaknesses. How did
I incorporatethis new idea in my
instruction?FirstI explainedto my
students that diverse experiences
would increaseconnections.Then I
used an analogyof the practicefield
for a sport.In practice,do you only
use the strengthsyou have?Practice
Frequently, we are reminded
includesdrills for both your strong
that another aspect of learning is
andweakskills.Classroomactivities
the role of emotions in this process.
are designed to be practice.When
EricJensen, in his book Brain-Based I began using these ideas with my
Learning:TheNew Scienceof Teaching students,the resistanceto the diverand Training,points out that emosity of activitieswithin my classtions are survival mechanisms. So
room diminished.Myninth graders
using these strong processes, mem- expectedto haveclassroomlectures
ory and the connections should be
so that they could take notes. As
strong. Here is where encouraging
one student pointed out, "You're
students to reflect on their own
supposed to tell us what to memo-
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rize!" The idea of building connections and improving the weaknesses
became the class response to the
occasional question "Why are we
doing this?"What a great feeling for
the class (and me!) when they realized we were thinking the same!
Making connections and emotional bonds is important to learning and important to personal and
professional development. I offer the
above ideas for you to consider for
your classroom. They are also important for our organization. NABT
grows through the many connections made across the country and
the world. This growth is enhanced
through the many contacts that
begin as professional and develop
into personal friendships. Let us
continue to grow these connections.
Offer a non-member colleague this
issue of ABT.Invite a colleague to copresent at our National Professional
Development Conference an activity or lesson you have developed
together. Ask a colleague to coauthor an article for ABT.Encourage
a colleague to become a member
of NABT. Introduce your student
teacher to NABT. As members of
NABT, you have made a decision
to grow professionally. Help your
colleagues to grow too. Build those
connections!
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As educators interested in biolQgy, we have a wonderful avenue
for encouraging our students to pay
attention to how they are learning. Notice I did not say what they
are learning. The reason for my
choice of words is my interest in
how I can apply the knowledge
gained from brain research to my
classroom instruction. Using brainbased research, I can teach content:
the process of science, some cell
and molecular biology content as
well as anatomy and physiology.
This research also provides me with
approaches that encourage metacognition by my students.
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